Supplemental Information

List of Excluded Studies and Reasons for Their Exclusion


Reason for exclusion: An unspecified number of assessments were postphototherapy (no separate prephototherapy data provided).


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: Subjects under phototherapy.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: Subjects under phototherapy.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 subjects.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.


Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 subjects.


Reason for exclusion: No separate preterm data provided for correlation coefficient or Bland-Altman difference plots.


Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 subjects.

Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 preterm subjects.

Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 preterm subjects.

Reason for exclusion: Study enrolling <20 preterm subjects.

Reason for exclusion: No separate correlation coefficient values or Bland-Altman statistic provided for preterm data.


Reason for exclusion: No separate preterm data.

Reason for exclusion: Term population.

Reason for exclusion: No separate data for preterm infants provided.

Reason for exclusion: Term population.

Reason for exclusion: Although study included preterm infants, gestation-specific data not provided.

Reason for exclusion: Term population.